
Bureaucracy in medical practice:
malevolence or mismanagement?
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A couple of years ago, the Ontario
Medical Association decided it
would be useful to find out how
much time the average doctor spent
trying to satisfy government's ap-
parently insatiable craving for
paper. Alas, the hoped-for facts
and figures never emerged. Most
doctors, already over-burdened with
forms and reports, had no desire to
fill out the OMA's paperwork on
government paperwork.

Shortly after Dennis Timbrell
became Ontario's health minister in
1976, he received a call from a
doctor who complained that he had
been unable to collect his full fee
for doing well-baby examinations of
twins. It seems the Ontario Health
Insurance Plan computer was un-
able to recognize that two infants,
born to the same mother on the
same date, were separate entities.
The poor doctor had concluded that
the only way he could look after
his patients and also soothe the
computer was to examine each twin
on a different day. The computer,
Timbrell reflected later, had since
been given specific instructions re-
garding "the essential plurality of
twins".

Over the past 4 years, OHIP's
staff has decreased by 21.5% while
the amount of paperwork has in-
creased by 25%. Says OMA econ-
omist Peter Fraser: "I think it has
reduced efficiency to some extent.
It's been a trade-off. They've con-
sidered the lower cost to administer
the plan, but it has been at some
cost to the profession. The proces-
sing of claims in Ontario, for exam-
ple, is longer than in Quebec
because they have more staff."

Medical paperwork. Layer upon
layer of it, shuffling through layer
upon layer of bureaucracy. It is the
most obvious day-to-day manifes-
tation of the harassment and frus-
tration many doctors feel at the
hands of the provincial government.
There's no escaping it. And there's
no hope of it diminishing. Hugh
Keenleyside said it well: "Paper has

a genius for multiplication that can-
not be equalled anywhere else in
nature."

That doctors feel they receive
more than their share of both paper
and bureaucracy was reflected in a
recent letter to the editor that ap-
peared in the Globe and Mail. The
writer, Dr. Morton S. Rapp of Tor-
onto, revealed a "secret government
plot" that would confer on physi-
cians an award - the QQ - in
much the same way lawyers receive
their QCs. "In order to qualify, the
physician had to: (1) Accept OHIP
and government neglect for 20
years; (2) Be able to fill out 29
workmen's compensation forms in
1 minute or less; (3) Hang a picture
of (Ontario NDP leader) Michael
Cassidy in the consulting room."

"Dear Health Care Provider"

An -elegant recounting of bureau-
cratic interference appeared in one
of CMAJ's (119: 1160, 1978) let-
ters to the editor after Dr. John
Rae, a Moose Creek, Ontario phy-
sician, received a "Dear Health Care
Provider" letter from Timbrell and
an interim report from the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of On-
tario by the same mail: "As phy-
sicians we have seen our incomes
decrease, our workload increase, our
status with the public decline and
our status with the politicians (those
Dear Health Care Suppliers) drop;
we have been bound hand and foot
in their image by the civil servants,
with none of the benefits they en-
joy; we are regulated to exasperation
by OHIP edicts; we are surveyed
electronically by computers; and we
have had, I am sure in some in-
stances, our civil liberties infringed.
Yet we are still supposed to be, and
to be thrilled by it, a profession. The
college expects us to be stirred by
the beat of an old drum and the
sight of a tattered flag - this from
a body that adopts an adversary
position in its dealings with us."

It would be almost comforting to

believe that bureaucratic harass-
ment was deliberate, that provin-
cial officials really wanted to plant
as many niggling annoyances in the
path of the medical profession as
possible. Then, perhaps, it could be
countered. But filling in forms is an
inevitable consequence of bureau-
cracy.

"Calling it bureaucratic petty-
foggery would probably be a better
term than harassment," suggests
Dr. Paul Clarke, the OMA's direc-
tor of medical services. "A lot of it
is just the nature of the bureaucracy.
Mistakes are made, misinterpre-
tations are made, but I don't think
there's any malevolent design up
there that wants to tweak the doc-
tors by the tail."

Clarke is one of six members of
Ontario's medical harassment com-
mittee, formed after the health min-
ister repeatedly told groups of doc-
tors that he was willing to listen to
suggestions on how to streamline the
system.
"Even relatively minor problems

can become sources of great frustra-
tion and antagonism to those who
are involved, whether they are con-
sumers or providers of health care,"
Timbrell told a group of Kitchener
doctors in a speech delivered in
March, 1978. "Over the past several
months, I have tried to get at these
sources of trouble, by issuing an
open invitation to doctors to write
to me whenever they encountered an
incident of mismanagement or in-
justice, or whenever they see a
continuing situation that needs im-
provement." This same invitation
accompanied the health minister in
speeches to doctors throughout the
province.

Predictably, not many physicians
approached the health ministry to
rail against this or that instance of
officialdom's obtuseness. Predict-
ably, again, those who did lodge
complaints continued to do so
through their medical association.
"If a politician gets four letters on
one subject on the sanie day it's a
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political crisis. If he gets 300, the
government may change," muses
Clarke. "We get phone calls and
letters at the OMA all the time from
doctors complaining about various
levels of government, their OHIP
claims and new hospital regulations
that no one knew about."
And so, the complaint system

itself was streamlined. The medical
harassment committee was formed.
Most recently, government agreed

with the other committee members
that twice-monthly OHIP cheques to
physicians will improve upon the
monthly payment system. Doctors
who regularly bill about $4000 a
month, for example, will receive
$2000 on the first of the month,
and the precise remainder 2 weeks
later, after the claims have run
through the computer. It will mean
a more frequent payment to doc-
tors, with no additional paperwork.
The OMA members of the com-

mittee hope that health ministry
officials will agree to a plan whereby
patients on the province's Drug
Benefit plan who are taking long-
term medication can receive more
than a month's supply of drugs on
one prescription. Currently, these
patients must return each month to
their pharmacist, who must phone
the doctor to repeat the prescription.
"Not only is this annoying to the
doctor who has to write the prescrip-
tion, but it's costing the plan money
since the pharmacist gets a dispen-
sary fee for every prescription," ex-
plains Clarke.

But most of the complaints about
bureaucracy centre on OHIP.
"OHIP seems to want to help, but
there are always unexplained delays
in payment. That's the big buga-
boo," he says, adding that the
amount of unnecessary information
required on claim cards for minor
visits takes 2 to 3 minutes of a
secretary's time and results in only
$7.70 from OHIP.

Another problem area facing the
committee is the number of forms
that doctors must fill in without
any remuneration at all.
"One horrible example of paper-

work is a form currently in use from
the Ministry of Transport for med-
ical certificates for commercial
drivers. They came out with this
lovely big form for a detailed phy-

sical examination. They never
cleared it with the Ministry of
Health, they never cleared it with
us. It just all of a sudden became
law. The Ministry of Transport
wouldn't pay for this examination,
neither would OHIP, neither would
the patient. But it's law and it has
to be done.

"This isn't a major thing. But it is
irritating, especially if the guy has
been in for his annual health phy-
sical 6 months ago. So you end up
doing a complete physical and get
paid for a minor office visit."

The Medical Review Committee
is another point of contention
among doctors annoyed at over-
regulation. "Government is the pay-
master and it should be running an
audit to make sure people are hon-
est . . . . But it over-reacts." Over
half the cases that OHIP refers to
the committee are dismissed imme-
diately, says Clarke, and about
80% of the remainder are dismissed
after the physician explains why his
"abnormal" practice profile reflects
his own particular community or
patient population.

Taking time to listen

"No one else in this society has
to go and prove that they're honest,"
says Clarke. "If that sort of thing
applied to lawyers, we'd have OHIP
in jail, they'd be tied up in so much
litigation. No one else would stand
for this, but we do. And I don't
know why."

Nevertheless, Clarke remains op-
timistic that, while the harassment
committee cannot hope to eliminate
the medical bureaucracy, it does
provide a means whereby Big
Brother, instead of watching doc-
tors, will take the time to listen.

"I think they (government) quite
honestly want to find areas where
there may be unthinking bureau-
cracy acting as an irritant to doc-
tors. There are enough major prob-
lems and those little irritations just
make it that much worse.

"We're trying to convince them
that although they can make the
rules, at least they should let us
know what's going on and, maybe,
if we agree with what they're doing,
we can help them be more effi-
cient." C


